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BATMAN and SUPERMAN are global icons
with almost 100% brand awareness.

DC Comics: Batman
v SupermanTM Movie
Companion Novel
$10.00

ª|xHSLHQAy276164z

QTY

cover not final and subject to licensor approval

cover not final and subject to licensor approval

DC movie franchises have grossed over
$5 billion worldwide.

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274979z

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274979
• PAPERBACK • NOVELTY • AGES 6+ • 270 X 215 MM • 24 PP
• $12.00

DC Comics:
Batman v SupermanTM
Sticker Book
$8.00

ª|xHSLHQAy274061z

QTY

Use your stickers to complete the activities as The Dark Knight
and The Man of Steel face off in an ULTIMATE showdown.
Includes 16 coloured pages of sticker activities.
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781760274061
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 6+
• 280 X 204 MM • 16 PP • $8.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy275204z

DC Comics:
Batman v SupermanTM
Awesome Activity Book
$5.00
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274085z

Decide whose side you’re on in the lead up to DC Comic’s film
Batman v SupermanTM: Dawn of Justice, with this 24-page activity book.
Also includes cut-out door hanger.
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274085 • PAPERBACK
• ACTIVITY • AGES 6+ • 275 X 210 MM • 24 PP • $5.00
cover not final and subject to licensor approval

cover not final and subject to licensor approval

Join Batman and Superman as they battle it out, with 24 miniposters and one giant poster!

$16.00

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760275204
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 229 X 178 MM • 112 PP • $16.00
cover not final and subject to licensor approval

cover not final and subject to licensor approval

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760276164
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 194 X 133 MM • 144 PP
• $10.00

$12.00

DC Comics: Batman v
SupermanTM Dawn of Justice
Movie Flip Book (with poster)

From Superman’s Fortress of Solitude, to Batman’s gadgets, this
full-colour flip book contains everything fans need to know about
the stars from the latest DC Comics film Batman v SupermanTM:
Dawn of Justice. Readers will begin by discovering the world of
Batman, then flip the book over to learn more about his friend and
rival Superman. Includes awesome pull-out movie poster.

Set between Man of Steel and Batman v SupermanTM: Dawn of
Justice, this junior novel features an original story about Batman
and Superman, building up to the events of the new film.

DC Comics:
Batman v SupermanTM
Poster Book

Copyright © 2016 DC Comics.
BATMAN v SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE and all related characters
and elements TM & © DC Comics and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
WB SHIELD: TM & © WBEI. (s16)

DC Comics:
Batman v SupermanTM
Giant Activity Pad
$14.00
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy27417 z

The Dark Knight vs The Man of Steel. Grab your coloured pencils to solve
the puzzles of Gotham City as The Dark Knight and The Man of Steel face
off in an ULTIMATE showdown.
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274177 • PAPERBACK
• ACTIVITY • AGES 6+ • 296 X 373 MM • 32 PP • $14.00

EMBARGOED: Batman v SupermanTM titles not to be displayed or sold before 16 February 2016.
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ANZAC Heroes

QTY

Maria Gill
Illus Marco Ivancic

$30.00

ª|xHSLHª|75yxH4S3LH6Q3A7yz274085z

QTY

The intense and hair-raising front-line experiences of 30 COURAGEOUS
AND UNFORGETTABLE ANZACS who served in World War One and Two are
brought to life in dramatic detail in this action-packed book.
Anzac Heroes includes famous soldiers such as New Zealand’s double Victoria
Cross recipient Charles Upham, and honoured Australian Hughie Edwards.
It also includes indigenous soldiers, Albert Knight from Australia and Peter
Buck from New Zealand, and brave servicewomen such as Joice Loch and Dr
Jessie Scott.

Sales Points:
• Anzac Heroes gives children an overview of the two World Wars, and takes
them on a journey with some of the heroes
• Gill has produced well-researched biographies, written with young readers in
mind
• Includes stunning illustrations by Ivancic, as well as historical wartime photos
SCHOLASTIC NZ • ISBN 9781775433637 • HARDBACK
• NONFICTION • AGES 9+ • 280 X 215 MM • 88 PP • $30.00

The Harmonica
Dawn McMillan
Illus Andrew Burdan

$19.00
Carlos is surprised to find a shiny silver harmonica in a dusty old box in the attic. He secretly plays it in his
room at night, and outside, amongst the tall grasses. Finally, taking it to his mother, he finds that it was once
his Uncle Jack’s, who, we learn, died in war. It is through the harmonica and the music they have shared that
Carlos feels he has to know his uncle.

Sales Points:
• A superbly written, evocative war story from Dawn McMillan
• Sensitively and richly illustrated by Andrew Burdan, who illustrated Joy Cowley’s Hush
• A timeless story of loss, warmth, music and family relationships
• With particular appeal to those who enjoy music and the musicality of a lyrical, beautiful text
SCHOLASTIC NZ • ISBN 9781775433446 • PAPERBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $19.00
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ANZAC

Day

Available for Immediate Supply
The Red Poppy
(with CD)

The Bantam and
the Soldier

David Hill
Illus Fifi Colston

Jennifer Beck
Illus Robyn Belton

$21.00

$19.50

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy430704z

When Jim McLeod, along with his mates, charges across noman’s-land, Jim is shot . . . and finds himself face to face with
an enemy soldier.

The talents of best-selling author Jennifer Beck and prize-winning
illustrator Robyn Belton are beautifully combined in this poignant
story of friendship and survival.

Sales Points:

Sales Points:

• Stunningly illustrated and designed
• Sensitively written war story that shows the similarities
between men on both sides
• Includes CD with hauntingly beautiful song
• Storylines Notable Book 2013
SCHOLASTIC NZ | ISBN 9781775430704 | PAPERBACK |
PICTURE | AGES 6+ | 250 X 240 MM | 40 PP | $21.00

• A redesigned and rejacketed edition of the much-loved story
that won New Zealand Children’s Book of the Year in 1997
• A delightful and poignant story that touches on humanity and
unexpected friendship through times of war
SCHOLASTIC NZ | ISBN 9781775432074 | PAPERBACK | PICTURE |
AGES 6+ | 215 X 265 MM | 40 PP | $19.50

Lest We Forget

The Anzac Puppy

Feana Tu'akoi
Illus Elspeth Alix Batt

Peter Millett
Illus Trish Bowles

$19.50

$19.50

QTY

ª|xHSL869y439873z

Tyson doesn’t understand why Mum and Poppa would want
to go to the Anzac Dawn Parade. Why celebrate anything as
stupid as war? But then he hears stories about the soldiers
in his family and decides perhaps he should go to the Dawn
Parade after all.

Sales Points:

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy430971z

This fictional story was inspired by the story of Freda, a Harlequin
Great Dane and mascot of the NZ Rifle Brigade during World
War I. The Anzac Puppy is a simple story about the reality of war,
hardship, friendship and love.

Sales Points:
• Beautifully and sensitively portrayed by artist Trish Bowles

• Inter-generational story recognising the importance of
remembering those who fought for our freedom
• Stunningly illustrated by artist Elspeth Alix Batt
• Storylines Notable Book 2012
SCHOLASTIC NZ | ISBN 9781869439873 | PAPERBACK |
PICTURE | AGES 6+ | 265 X 215 MM | 32 PP | $19.50

4
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QTY
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• Background story meticulously researched by the author
• Freda’s studded collar, which bore the inscription ‘Freda of
the New Zealand Rifle Brigade’ is now in the National Army
Museum at Waiouru, New Zealand
• Winner NZ Children’s Choice Award 2015
SCHOLASTIC NZ | ISBN 9781775430971 | PAPERBACK | PICTURE |
AGES 6+ | 250 X 240 MM | 32 PP | $19.50

PICTURE BOOKS

Pig the Winner
Aaron Blabey

$21.00
Pig was a pug and I’m sorry to say, if he didn’t come first it would ruin his day.
Won’t he ever learn? Pig, the world’s greediest Pug, won’t play fair.
He’ll do anything to win! Another laugh-out-loud book from the
best-selling creator of Pig the Pug and Pig the Fibber.

Sales Points:
• Fabulous story for shared reading, guaranteed to make you laugh
out loud
• Multi-award-winning picture book creator
• Perfect for teaching children about fair play and good sportsmanship
• Themes: cheating, competition, playing fair
SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760154288 • HARDBACK
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $21.00
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy15428 z

Everyone’s favourite Pug is back,
and this time he’s being a big bad cheat!
Over 150,000 copies of Pig the
Pug and Pig the Fibber in print
in Australia and New Zealand!
Pig the Pug
ISBN 9781743624777
RRP: $21.00
Pig the Fibber
ISBN 9781743629062
RRP: $21.00

Also available:
Pig the Pug and Pig the Fibber
5
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The Mystery Box & Finnigan Flynn
Lucy Davey
Illus Cat Chapman

$19.00
QTY

ª|xHSLH75y4329 9z

What would you do if a box turned up on your doorstep? Open it, of
course! And that’s just what Finnigan Flynn does … and unleashes a
horde of objects, from toe-nibbling crocs to fabulous frocks!

Sales Points:
• A delightful readaloud that embraces a child’s imagination
• Written by the award-winning Lucy Davey, in faultless rhyme and
rhythm
• With lively illustrations by Cat Chapman that perfectly capture the
magic of the text
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775432999 • PAPERBACK •
PICTURE • AGES 3+
• 265 X 215 MM • 32 PP • $19.00

The House on the Hill
Kyle Mewburn
Illus Sarah Davis

$27.00
Tis a cold, dark night, and deathly still. Dare two ghosts brave the nighttime chill?
Pray follow, dear reader, read on if you will, to uncover the secret of the house on the hill.
An award-winning author and illustrator combine their talents in this deliciously spine-tingling story, with its
lyrical text and just the right touch of spookiness.
QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy430841z

Sales Points:
• Award-winning author and illustrator
• A more sophisticated picture book that will be enjoyed by those who relish language and literature
• Cleverly written in a style reminiscent of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Raven
• Wonderful resource for using with children to explore how words can create atmosphere and emotion
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775430841 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+
• 265 X 215 MM • 32 PP • $27.00
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PICTURE BOOKS
Peek-A-Boo Farm
Joyce Wan

$10.00
From the adorable world of Joyce Wan comes a sweet animal board book. Join in on the classic game of
peek-a-boo with a rooster, a cow and more farm animals by lifting the flaps to reveal each cute creature’s
joyful face. A perfect board book read aloud with a simple interactive component that babies and toddlers
will love.

Sales Points:
QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy75045 z

• Joyce Wan’s illustrations are adorable, age-appropriate and full of mass appeal
• The perfect next step in the Joyce Wan brand with the same look and size as her previous books
• Everyone loves learning and recognising different kinds of animals—a baby/toddler must
• Large flaps and glitter on the cover are age apppropriate and oh so fun!
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545750455 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 153 X 152 MM
• 14 PP • $10.00

Little Why
Jonny Lambert

$19.00
Little Why just can’t stay in line. There is so much to see like Giraffe’s long-lofty leggy legs and Wildebeest’s
spiny-spiky horns. Why can’t he have legs and horns like them? And then Little Why spots Crocodile’s snippysnappy teeth ... Look out!

Sales Points:
• With stylish and striking art from Jonny Lambert, Little Why is a visually stunning picture book with a
heart-warming message at its core

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy761831z

• Children will love Little Why’s adorable, excitable character and discovering the different animals in the
African savannah
KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781742761831 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 280 X 245 MM
• 32 PP • $19.00

Warning! Do Not Touch!
Tim Warnes

$19.00
Mole loves labelling things. So when his best friend, the Lumpy Bumpy Thing, finds a bunch of magic bunnies,
Mole is delighted. But what starts as a Bit of Fun soon becomes a Bit of a Problem. Uh-oh! A delightful
companion to Dangerous!

Sales Points:
• A hilarious story about friendship and labels
QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy761824z

• Readers will love learning new words by looking for the labels scattered throughout the illustrations
• Created by the award-winning illustrator, Tim Warnes (Dangerous!, I Don’t Want to go to Bed!)
KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781742761824 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 282 X 247 MM
• 32 PP • $19.00
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HAPPY EASTER!
I Love Easter
Anna Walker

$19.00

Now in paperback

Join Ollie at the Easter Fair, where baby chicks go, ‘cheep, cheep, cheep!’ The Easter hunt is so much fun!

Sales Points:
• Ideal gift for Easter
• Appealing and distinctive main character
• Beautiful new cover, large format and simple, engaging text
QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy834948z

• Over 100,000 Ollie books sold in Australia
SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781742834948 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 2+ • 260 X 265 MM
• 24 PP • $19.00

There Was an Old Bloke Who Swallowed a Bunny! Board Book
P. Crumble
Illus Louis Shea

$10.00
There was an old bloke who swallowed a bunny. I don’t know why he swallowed that bunny... Crikey, that’s funny!
The Old Bloke is loose on the farm and all the animals are on the menu. Can they catch sight of the master
of disguise in time to avoid being his lunch? Surely he’ll explode!

Sales Points:
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy273545z

• A new board book edition of this top-selling book
• Over 200,000 copies sold across the two series There Was an Old Lady and There Was an Old Bloke
series
• A farmyard take on the classic nonsense rhyme
• An entertaining Easter gift for readers of all ages to share
• Themes: animals, rhyming stories, humour, bunnies, things to spot
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760273545 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+
• 175 X 167 MM • 22 PP • $10.00

Ten Easter Eggs
Vijaya Bodach
Illus Laura Logan

$14.00
Follow and count along as 10 quiet Easter eggs become 10 colourful chicks ready to celebrate the holiday!
A fun, engaging novelty story just right for the littlest of readers.
QTY

8
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Sales Points:
• A different take on the disappearing-pieces format that is unique, educational and fun
• Touch-and-feel plastic pieces, die-cuts and flocking keep readers engaged
• Soft, sweet Easter illustrations and rhyming text make this the perfect book for Easter promotions
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545747301 • NOVELTY • PICTURE • AGES 1+
• 184 X 235 MM • 22 PP • $14.00

TRADE PARADE MARCH 2016

Egg Hunting We Will Go (with CD)
Jay Laga’aia
Illus Kim Fleming

$21.00
Egg hunting we will go! Egg hunting we will go! Use your eyes to find the surprise! Egg hunting we will go!
What surprises can you spy along the way?

Sales Points:
• A new Easter picture book based on the traditional rhyme
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy6263 7z

• Includes bonus CD recording
• Written and performed by popular children’s entertainer Jay Laga’aia
• Gorgeous watercolour illustrations with lots of hidden Easter surprises
• Themes: Easter, Easter egg hunts, animals, games and adventure, songs and rhymes
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743626337 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM
• 24 PP • $21.00

My Easter Egg Hunt
Board Book
Rosie Smith
Illus Bruce Whatley

$12.00
QTY

ª|xHSLHODy624784z

SCHOLASTIC PRESS
• ISBN 9781743624784
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE
• AGES 1+ • 175 X 167 MM
• 24 PP • $12.00

Also available as hardback

My Easter Egg Hunt

QTY

Rosie Smith
Illus Bruce Whatley

ª|xHSLHOCy837 72z

$21.00
SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781742837772 • HARDBACK •
PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $21.00

Where’s the Easter Bunny?
Jigsaw Puzzle and Book Boxed Set
Louis Shea

$26.00
Follow the Easter Bunny through amazing, out-of-this-world places such as Monster Marsh, Lollipop Lane
and the Mars Mine. Each world has a unique list of things to find, including monster trucks, jogging runner
beans, flying pigs, marshmallow men, fire-breathing dragons and more!

Sales Points:
• Best-selling Easter look-and-find book now comes with a 100-piece jigsaw puzzle in a sturdy case
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy15912 z

• Over 500 things to spot
• A perfect gift this Easter
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760159122 • BOXED SET • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+
• 300 X 235 MM BOOK/340 X 375 MM JIGSAW • 24 PP • $26.00

TINY TIMMY
Tim Cahill
by Socceroos legend

Tiny Timmy #2: Tiny Timmy Makes the Grade!
Tim Cahill

$12.00
Tiny Timmy’s hard work has paid off — he’s starring for his school team and
now the rep coach is keen to recruit him! But it’s a big step up — the kids
are faster and stronger and the standard is better than what he’s used to.
Tim will have to keep training hard and if he gets a chance, he’ll need to
take it!

Sales Points:
• Second book in the exciting new series from Socceroos legend Tim
Cahill
• Funny, engaging text to encourage readers of all levels
• Jam-packed with fun illustrations throughout
• Pitched to the 7+ reader, and perfect for reluctant readers
• Themes include: soccer (of course!), friendship, family, persistence,
overcoming adversity
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760273644 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 7+ • 190 X 150 MM • 128 PP • $12.00
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy27364 z

ALSO
AVAILABLE
Tiny Timmy #1:
Soccer Superstar!
Tim Cahill

$12.00
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA
• ISBN 9781760158880
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+
• 190 X 150 MM • 128 PP • $12.00
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FICTION
Geronimo Stilton #62: Mouse Overboard!
Geronimo Stilton

$14.00
My family and I were invited to Lisbon, Portugal, to retrace the journey of the great explorer Vasco da Gama.
He was the first European to reach India by sea and was apparently an ancestor of the Stiltons! But once we got
on the boat, I learned that someone was trying to sabotage the voyage. Could I figure out who?

Sales Points:
• Holey cheese! There are more than 33 million Geronimo Stilton books in print
QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy872515z

• Each book is fast paced, with lively full-colour art and a unique format that kids aged 7–10 years will love
• This mouse is unstoppable! Geronimo has at least one new book every single month!
• The Geronimo Stilton paid app is now available in the iTunes store; Full of fabumouse activities
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545872515 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 194 X 134 MM • 128 PP •
$14.00

Dirty Bertie: Jackpot!
Alan MacDonald
Illus David Roberts

$14.00
With ever-increasing madcap schemes and crazy capers, Bertie continues to delight his legions of fans who
revel in his revolting ways. Join Bertie in his 25th adventure as he wins the lottery (or thinks he does), cooks
up a storm in the kitchen and finds himself face-to-face with a demon dolly!

Sales Points:
QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy761862z

• A hugely successful series with well over 700,000 copies sold worldwide
• Contains three hilarious stories, each split into chapters with illustrations on nearly every spread
• Ideal for confident readers to enjoy by themselves, or for parents to share with their children
KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781742761862 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 96 PP • $14.00

Amulet #7: Firelight
Kazu Kibuishi

$18.00
Emily, Trellis and Vigo visit Algos Island, where they can access and enter lost memories. They’re hoping to
uncover the events of Trellis’ mysterious childhood knowledge to use against the Elf King. What they discover
is a dark secret that changes everything. Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily’s Amulet is getting stronger and
threatens to overtake her completely.

Sales Points:

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy43 167z

• There are 1.6 million copies of this #1 New York Times best-selling series in print
• Kazu illustrated the 15th anniversary Harry Potter covers
• The Amulet series is loved by both boys and girls and continues to gain momentum with each book
• Kazu is well known throughout the comic book industry and has an awesome fan base
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545433167 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 229 X 152 MM
• 224 PP • $18.00
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FICTION
The Incredible Powers of Montague Towers
Alan Sunderland

$18.00
Six super powers in six days! It’s Montague to the rescue!
Ever wanted to fly? Or have super strength? Maybe you wish you had laser vision that could burn holes right
through walls, or the power to become invisible? Montague Towers has to solve the crime of the century and
hunt down an evil criminal mastermind. But how can he do that when he’s just a normal boy? That’s where
the Cape of Justice can help.

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy153649z

Sales Points:
• A new superhero adventure with a clumsy hero and an even more bumbling REAL LIFE superhero!
• An action-packed and hilarious race-against-time story from the publishers of Conspiracy 365 and The
Last Thirteen
• Written by Alan Sunderland, award-winning journalist and international children’s author
• Themes: superheroes, powers, identity, family, money, criminals, heists
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760153649 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 198 X 128 MM •
240 PP • $18.00

Goosebumps Most Wanted #9: Here Comes the Shaggedy
R. L Stine

$10.00
Kelli and Shawn Anderson are not excited about having to move to another state – especially because their
new home is directly next to a giant swamp. But their dad is a scientist and he’s going down there to study
the local flora and fauna. Unfortunately for Kelli and Shawn, there seem to be some very strange creatures
that live around their house. They keep hearing about the legend of the Shaggedy, an ancient beast that lives
far below the surface of the swamp and can cause a whole lot of damage. Can Kelli and Shawn convince their
dad to move back home before it is too late?
QTY

ª|xHS0545y825474z

Sales Points:
• Goosebumps has a lifetime sales of more than 13 million copies in Australia and New Zealand alone, and
400 million globally
• Brand new Goosebumps arc featuring the most infamous, deadly-but-lovable villains
• R. L. Stine has over 137,000 followers on Twitter
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545825474 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 193 X 134 MM
• 160 PP • $10.00

Horses of the Dawn #3: Wild Blood
Kathryn Lasky

$21.00
After adopting an orphan human boy, the First Herd is finally ready to make the treacherous journey across
the mountains to find the Sweet Grass that promises survival. But when their leader, Estrella, is captured
by cruel men, it delivers a blow to the very heart of the herd. If the horses turn back, they’ll never make it
across the mountains before winter. But if they leave Estrella in captivity, the wild-born filly will surely perish.
This conclusion to Kathryn Lasky’s Horses of the Dawn trilogy will make your heart beat to the rhythm of
thundering hooves, leaving you breathless as you join the herd’s final fight for freedom.
QTY
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Sales Points:
• This spin-off from Kathryn’s best-selling Guardians of Ga’Hoole series fills a big gap in the market
• There are currently more than 7.5 million copies of Guardians of Ga’Hoole in print!
• This is Kathryn writing in her sweet spot — heroic animal adventure
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545683005 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 210 X 140 MM
• 256 PP • $21.00
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FICTION
Spirit Animals Special Edition: The Book of Shane
Nick Eliopulos

$17.00
Friend and traitor. Conqueror and king. Hero and villain. Shane is just a boy, but in order to free his people,
he’s resolved to do whatever — to become whomever — his mission requires. Conor, Abeke, Meilin and Rollan
are four young heroes racing to save the world of Erdas, and their journey has pit them against Shane again
and again. But none have learned the truth of the boy who nearly changed the course of history forever.
Now that truth is revealed.

Sales Points:
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy276 90z

• The complete and collected edition of The Book of Shane stories by Nick Eliopulos.
• This collection shines a light on one of the most compelling — and dangerous — villains of the New York
Times best-selling series
• Featuring an introduction by Tui T. Sutherland, the best-selling author of Against the Tide
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760276690 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 208 X 135 MM • 192
PP • $17.00

My Holocaust Story: Within These Walls
Robyn Bavati

$19.00
Whatever is coming, we’ll face it together, as a family. As long as we’re together, we’ll be okay.

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy152857z

For Miri and her family, life in Warsaw is full of simple joys. The smell of freshly baked challah, the pink flowers
that bloom in their courtyard, the promise of summer holidays, and Fridays when everyone comes together
to celebrate Shabbat. But the Nazis have a hold on Europe, and have stepped up their discrimination and
attacks on Jews. How can Miri’s family stay together, when the invading Nazis come to destroy them?
Miri’s world closes in on her, as she and her family are forced into the ghetto, where they must try to survive,
against impossible odds.

Sales Points:
• Part of the My Holocaust Story series
• Based wholly on true events
• Introduces the Holocaust — its importance and impact — to young readers
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760152857 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 11+ • 198 X 128 MM •
240 PP • $19.00

Beetle Boy
M.G. Leonard

Staff pick!

$18.00
Darkus’s dad has disappeared but his new friend, a giant beetle called Baxter, is some consolation. Together,
boy and beetle set out to solve the mystery of his father’s disappearance. But Lucretia Cutter, a fashion
designer with a penchant for beetle jewellery, is dead set against their success.

Sales Points:
• The first darkly hilarious novel in a new trilogy by an exciting debut author
QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy0 2704z

• Featuring exotic beetles, a daring quest, a mixture of bold male and female characters and a truly
venomous villain
• Heartfelt themes underlie the adventure, as Darkus strives to find his missing dad and makes new
meaningful relationships in the process
THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910002704 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 198 X 129 MM
• 306 PP • $18.00
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FICTION
Faceless
Alyssa Sheinmel

$19.00
When Maisie is struck by lightning, her face is partially destroyed. She’s lucky enough to get a face transplant,
but how do you live your life when you can’t even recognise yourself any more? As Maisie discovers how
much her looks did and didn’t shape her relationship to the world, she has to redefine her own identity, and
figure out what ‘lucky’ really means.

Sales Points:
• A topical, high-concept story about a girl who has a face transplant
• Wonder for a YA audience: lyrically written and gripping
QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy65 191z

• Deals with themes of identity and challenges readers to think about how we create and define ourselves
THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910655191 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • YA • 198 X 129 MM
• 340 PP • $19.00

LICENSED PRODUCT
LEGO Star Wars #4: A New Hope
Ace Landers

$9.00
The galaxy is in trouble, and it’s up to Luke Skywalker and his friends to defeat Darth Vader and the Empire.
There’s only one thing to do — blow up the Death Star! Featuring Luke, Leia, Han Solo, Obi-Wan Kenobi and
more.

Sales Points:
• Two powerhouse licences combine into one great property
QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy80135 z

• Star Wars is #1 IP within LEGO group
• With NEW Star Wars movies, the hype around Star Wars is going to explode
• One of the hottest brands at retail: video games, publishing, apparel and more!
• Star Wars and the LEGO brand are evergreen properties, especially for young boys
• Strong web presence at LEGO.com allows children to interact with the world of LEGO Star Wars
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545801355 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 4+ • 204 X 204 MM
• 24 PP • $9.00

SUPER TINY AND SUPER CUTE
grocery-themed characters that kids love.

Shopkins
Corny Jokes
and Riddles
$10.00

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy940498z

Laugh along with all your favourite Shopkins! Apple Blossom, Kooky Cookie, Strawberry Kiss and more crack
cartful-after-cartful of fresh jokes in this hilarious book. Plus, with full-colour illustrations throughout, there
are discoveries in store on every page!
SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545940498 • PAPERBACK
• FICTION • AGES 4+ • 194 X 134 MM • 64 PP • $10.00
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ACTIVITY
Colouring Creations
Kate Anthony

$9.00
This inspiring book features more than 45 incredible illustrations to colour, ranging from nature scenes to
hearts, patterns, animals and more!

Sales Points:
• Over 45 inspiring designs to colour
• Highly appealing illustrations
QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy273835z

• Tapping into the current hot trend for colouring books, this one is beautifully presented, with a
stand-out foil cover
SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760273835 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+
• 250 X 250 MM • 48 PP • $9.00

Colouring Crush
$23.00
Bring one-of-a-kind flair to these fantastical designs! Proudly display every page as a work of art. And, for
those who can’t find the pointy end of a pencil, our introductory how-to guide includes a crash course in
using coloured pencils, blending and layering, as well as colour-scheme inspirations.

Sales Points:
• Hop on the colouring craze; Colouring Crush has 72 pages to colour

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy930970z

• Includes five double-tipped pencils
KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545930970 • NOVELTY • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ • 242 X 268 MM
• 78 PP • $23.00

NON FICTION
Everything You Need to Know About Dinosaurs
Dougal Dixon

$25.00
Readers’ imaginations will be fired on every page of this wonderful single-volume dinosaur book. It is
arranged thematically, with chapters: Early Dinosaurs, A World of Dinosaurs, Giant Dinosaurs, A Variety of
Dinosaurs, and Change & Extinction. A range of information and interactive features perfectly enhance and
consolidate each reference section.

Sales Points:

QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy439821z

• The perfect one-volume book about dinosaurs for young children
• Over 500 artworks and internet links; includes activities, glossary words, things to find, internet links
and fascinating facts
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753439821 • PAPERBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 6+
• 276 X 216 MM • 160 PP • $25.00
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NONFICTION

Spectactular Ships

Tough Tractors

Fantastic Fliers

$10.00

$10.00

$10.00

Everything you want to know about ships,
from the early wooden ships such as
triremes and galleons, to the massive cruise
liners and cargo ships used today. Learn
about life at sea, shipwrecks, submarines and
so much more.

Everything you want to know about
tractors, from the huge to the heavylifting. Find out more about bulldozers,
excavators, combine harvesters and so
much more.

Everything you want to know about flying
machines, from the huge jet planes that take you
on holiday to hovering helicopters. Learn how
planes fly and glide, and all the different jobs
they do.

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS
• ISBN 9780753439395 • PAPERBACK •
NONFICTION • AGES 5+ • 206 X 140 MM
• 32 PP • $10.00

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS
• ISBN 9780753439401 • PAPERBACK
• NONFICTION • AGES 5+ • 206 X 140 MM
• 32 PP • $10.00

KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS
• ISBN 9780753439425 • PAPERBACK •
NONFICTION • AGES 5+ • 206 X 104 MM
• 32 PP • $10.00
QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy439425z

QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy439395z

QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy439401z

Sales Points:
• Easy-reading information book on high-interest topics

• Eight amazing collector cards to tear out and keep

• Packed with facts and stats, complete with contents page, glossary
and index

• Includes access to free downloadable audio of each title

Killer Creatures

Ancient Worlds

Claire Llewellyn

Miranda Smith

$25.00

$25.00

QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy438350z

Come face to face with the world’s top predators. Discover the
strangest facts, read incredible information and get up-close to
teeth, fur, fins, claws and feelers. Internet links on every page guide
you to fascinating information about these killer creatures.

Sales Point:
• The ultimate visual guide to the world’s top predators on land, in
the air and in the ocean.
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753438350 •
HARDBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 9+ • 280 X 250 MM • 80 PP •
$25.00
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QTY

ª|xHSKHPDy438534z

Discover the strangest facts, read incredible information and
marvel at the amazing 3D artwork that brings to life the people,
places, lives, beliefs, treasures and battles of the awe-inspiring
worlds of ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome. Internet links on every
page guide you to fascinating information about these ancient
civilisations.

Sales Point:
• The ultimate visual guide to incredible civilisations of Ancient
Egypt, Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome.
KINGFISHER PUBLICATIONS • ISBN 9780753438534 •
HARDBACK • NONFICTION • AGES 9+ • 280 X 250 MM • 80 PP •
$25.00

HOW TO ORDER
Three easy ways to order:
1

Enter your store details below.

2

Select titles and quantities required.

3	Return to Customer Services via email:

orders@scholastic.co.nz or fax (09) 274 8115,
or return to your Territory Manager.

For any queries please contact
enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.
DELIVERY INFORMATION
DELIVER TO:
STORE NAME:

CUSTOMER CODE:

SUBURB:

CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER:

STATE:

DATE:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

Contact Scholastic New Zealand:
KEY ACCOUNTS MANAGER,
AUCKLAND
Michael Burnett
09 968 9802
029 968 9802
TERRITORY MANAGERS
North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834
South and East Auckland:
Shelley Jones
sjones@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9836

Waikato and Bay of Plenty:

Christchurch and Upper South Island
(Ashburton North):

Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Lynne Andrews
landrews@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9898

Central and Lower North Island, Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

Jeremy Ross
jross@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9899

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

Lower South Island and Otago:

OR CONTACT OUR
CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM:
Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz

Prices are correct at time of printing. Prices subject to change without notice.
Scholastic is committed to bringing children and books together and may opt to
release titles early to schools. Should this occur with any of the titles listed in this
edition of Parade, our Trade customers will be able to access these titles as early
as our school customers.
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In cinemas 28 April 2016

© 2016 MARVEL

Watch for an exciting selection of movie tie-in titles
coming next month!

